A number of synthesis problems associated with (almost) disturbance decoupling by state or measurement feedback is considered. Starting from a mathematical definition of the notion of high-frequency roll-off, known results on the solvability of these problems are generalized to the situation in which we require their solvability together with a certain guaranteed roll-off between disturbance and control. The conditions are formulated in terms of the solvability and approximate solvability of certain matrix equations in rational functions.
Introduction
Consider the finite-dimensional linear time-invariant system
~:
±=Ax+Bu+Gd, sufficient conditions for the solvability of the above problem were obtained in [1] . These conditions were formulated in terms of the supremal Lvalmost controlled invariant subspace ~b* 'contained in' ker H [2] and the infimal Lt-almost conditionally invariant subspace 5°b * 'containing' im G. Let be represented by its transfer function matrix 
y(s) ] G2,(s)
and
G~t(s)=H(Is-A)-~G,

Gt2(s)=H(Is-A)-1B,
G21(s) = C(Is-A)-tG,
G22(s) = C(ls-A)-'B and
F,(s)='F, + M,(Is-K,)-'L,.
In the closed-loop system, the transfer matrix Gfis) from d to z is given by the expression
G(s)=Gt(s) + G,z(s)(I -F,(s)G22(s))-'F,(s)G2,(s ).
(1.4) Therefore, ADDPM amounts to finding a sequence (Ffis)},> 0 of proper rational (re×p) matrices such that IIG(s)lh --, 0 (e J,0). (1.5) Here, for any rational matrix R(s), IlR(s)l h denotes the LI[0, oo)-norm of the inverse Laplace transform of R(s). In [2] it is proven that (1.5) implies that the Lp[0, oo)-induced norm in the closed-loop system from d to z can be made arbi-0167-6911/83/$3.00 © 1983, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 361 trarily small. In the closed-loop system the transfer matrix between the disturbance d and the control u is given by
T~(s) = (I-F~(s)G22(s))-'F~.(s)G2,(s).
( In the present paper, the main problem we want to consider is the following: 
H(IS-AF)-'G=O
and r(Tg)>~ p.
Note that if one takes p = 1 in the above definition, one obtains the ordinary disturbance decoupiing problem, DDP (see [4] ). In the following let Let Y/'* denote the supremal (A, B)-invariant subspace contained in ker H (see [4] ). The following theorem states that a necessary and sufficient condition for (DDP) o to be solvable is that the disturbances enter ~¢~'* sufficiently 'deeply'. 
Here, G12(s ) and Gll(s ) are as defined in Section 1. The following result then states that the solvability of (DDP)0 is equivalent to the solvability of (L) over the space R~'×q(s): 
Let .L-z' be such that ~V'~.L, a=-Y/'*. Choose F 0 such that AFo~* C "//'*. Define F: R" ~ R"' by F I Y¢/"=
Almost disturbance decoupling with non-positive roll-off by state feedback
Again, consider the system
It is well known (see [2] ) that if DDP is not solvable, then it may be possible to approximately decouple d and z up to any degree of accuracy. In this section we will consider a generalization of this problem, the almost disturbance decoupling problem ADDP (see [2] 
TF, (S) = F~( IS--AF,)-' G.
IIH(Is-AF)-GI,--*0 and
TF,(S)~T(s ) inSP'(0)
as e$0.
Consider now the almost controllability subspace algorithm (ACSA)' [2] , which computes recursively the following subspaces:
This recursion defines a non-decreasing sequence of subspaces which reaches a limit after a finite number of steps. Moreover, this limit equals S,°~',~ u = ~'~', the supremal L~-almost controllability subspace 'contained in' ker H (see [2] ). Since Y/'b* = "//'* +N'~', the main result of this section states that a necessary and sufficient condition for (ADDP) to be solvable is that the disturbances enter ~/'~* sufficiently 'deeply'. 
H(IS-AF.)-IG=H(Is-A)-'(G+ BTF(S)).
It where ~ is the sum of singly generated almost controllability subspaces [6] . Using a result analogous to [6] , Lemma 7.5, let .~c R" and F: R" ---, R '" be such that (
ii) (L) is solvable over R"/×q(s).
G°lP +1 []
(iii) im Gc ze'* +~" k~n. 
Almost disturbance decoupling with guaranteed roll-off by measurement feedback
Definition 4.2. Let P ~ Z. We will say that (L') is O-solvable over R"XP(s), if and only if there is X(s) ~ R'"×P(s) such that
X( s )G2,( s ) ~ n'~'×q( s ).
We will say that (L') is approximately O-solvable over ~ ~' ×a(s) if and only if there exists a sequence
{ X.(s))~>o Cn~'×P(s), T(s)E R'~*Xq(s) and a real % such that as e -=, 0
IlG,,(s)+G12(s)X,(s)G2,(s)lh--+0
X~(s)GE,(S ) ~ T(s) inSP'(e0). (4.5)
We will now consider the main problem of this paper. It turns out that necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of (ADDPM)p can be obtained for O > 0 (P ~<0) by requiring the solvability of both (DDP)o ((ADDP)p) and the solvability of the almost disturbance decoupled estimation problem, ADDEP (see [1] ). The latter problem requires the existence of an observer, having the measurement y as its input and an estimate £ of z as its output, such that the L~-norm of the impulse response from d to the estimation error e ,= z-£ is arbitrarily small. Hence, our Make the following important observation (cf. .4) and (1.6) respectively. Now take
X~(s) ,= (I -F,(s)G22(s))-'F~(s).
Then X~(s) ~ R~'Xp(s) and (4.4) and (4.5) 
F,(s) ,= X,(s)(I + G22(s)X,(s))-'
Then F,(s) ~ R"o'Xp(s) and, since
X,(s) = (I -F~(s)G22(s))-'F~(s),
it follows that (1.4) is satisfied and that T,(s), as defined by (1.6), satisfies
T~(s) ~ T(s) inA'~'(Oo).
[] The following result states that approximate O-solvability over the space of proper rational matrices is equivalent to exact O-solvability over the space of all rational matrices. This nice result will enable us to continue the proof of Theorem 4.1 in a purely algebraic way. 
Proof. (~) For suitable rational matrices
A(S) (~ ~ql×pm(s), b(s) (= nql(s)
C(S)~ qrn×pm '
(L') can be written as
A(s)x(s)+b(s)=O,
whereas the constraint m×q (s)
can be translated into 
C( s )x( s ) ~ R"/q( s ).
Note that A(s)x(s)+ b(s)=
(s) ~ R~'q(s). It can then be proven that a vector x(s) ~ R P"(s) exists, such that
C(s) It(s),
r--1
As the last major step in our proof of Theorem 4.1, we will show that the p-solvability of (L') is equivalent to both the solvability over R'~'×q(s) of the equation (L) as given by (2.2) and the solvability over R/×P(s) of the linear equation
For this we need a rather special result on the existence of a normal form for rational matrices. In the following, a permutation matrix will be a q × q square matrix P, obtained by interchanging the columns of the q × q identity matrix Iq arbitrarily.
Lemma 4.5. Let R(s) be a real rational (q × r) matrix ( q >1 r) of full rank r. Then there exist a (q × q) permutation matrix P and a bijective rational (r × r) matrix A (s) such that R(s)=PQ(s)A(s), where Q( s ) is a rational ( q × r) matrix of the form with zeros above the diagonal, ones on the diagonal and proper rational functions below the diagonal.
Proof. Omitted.
For any linear space Y', decomposed as Y'= ,~e5 a, the projection ~r : Y'~ Y'of Xonto 5Palong will be defined by ~rl,9"=llSe and ~rJ~=0l,~.
In the following, let E o denote the q×(q-r) matrix defined by 0) 
,rR o(S)cRq(s).
Proof. Suppose that dim ~/'= r and let R (s) be a full-rank rational matrix such that "//'= im R(s). Factorize 
R(s)=PQ(s)A(s),
X~(s) can be written as for some X(s) ~ R"'×P(s). []
We will now complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For p ~ Z, p >/0 (p ~< 0) the Note that the first result states that the conditions for solvability of ADDPM with disturbanceto-control transfer matrices having a strictly proper limit, are that both the disturbance decoupling problem by state feedback, DDP (see [4] , Ch. 4), and the almost disturbance decoupling estimation problem, ADDEP (see [1] ), are solvable. If in the above statement we change strictly proper by proper, then the conditions become equivalent to the solvability of both (ADDP) 0 and ADDEP.
Extensions
Remark 5.1. The results of Section 2 can be dualized to obtain conditions for the solvability of the disturbance decoupling estimation problem [1, 8] with guaranteed (positive) roll-off p, (DDEP)o. This problem is concerned with the system ± = Ax + Gd, y= Cx, z = Hz. Finally we would like to mention the connection between the PID-disturbance decoupled estimation problem ( [1] , Def. 9) and condition (5.3). It can in fact be proven that if (5.3) is satisfied, then -p gives an upper bound to the order of differentiation in the PID-observer needed to achieve disturbance-decoupled estimation.
Remark 5.3. The final remark we want to make is that we could also dualize the results of Section 4. We would then find that for p>0 (p~<0) the conditions im G c Y/'b* and (5.1) (resp. (5.3)) taken together are necessary and sufficient for the approximate p-solvability over R ~' ×P(s) of (L'), now in the sense that G~2(s)X,(s ) converges to an element in R~×P(s).
